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Nail Regeneration by Elongation of the Partially Destroyed Nail Bed
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San Diego, Calif.; and Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany

Patients with partially destroyed fingernails tend to hide them, and such patients often do not find help because fingernails are considered of little functional value. To improve the aesthetic appearance of such nails, a simple excision of the destroyed nail matrix can stimulate the growth of the residual healthy matrix and regenerate the nail. Prerequisite is a healthy nail residue of at least the lunula. An excision of an en bloc, crescent-shaped, full-thickness scar, 5 mm at its greatest width and extending from one lateral nail fold to the other, increases the length of the nail plate. Together with the matrix, the nail will grow about 4 mm distally. A second crescent-shaped excision 1 to 2 months later will further lengthen the nail until it has gained full length. Normal nail growth was achieved in 11 patients who had partially scarred nail beds after mycosis or trauma. (Plast. Reconstr. Surg. 111: 167, 2003.)

Fingernails can be lost or grow short after mycotic infections, third-degree burn injury, traumatic destruction, chronic or psoriatic eczema, surgical excision of subungual tumors and warts, self-infliction, or after long-lasting subungual hematomas.1 Often the residual nail growth is thickened, discolored, or split.2 Antimycotic treatment is rather difficult because the fungi hide beneath the distorted toenail or fingernail. In our experience, the optimal treatment for mycotic nails is the excision of only the lifted-off part of the nail as far proximally as possible and subsequent antimycotic therapy under an occlusion bandage for at least 4 weeks. During this time, the residual nail grows from a now-healthy nail bed at 0.1 mm per day in the toes and 0.2 mm in the fingers.

A missing fingernail is more a psychological than a functional problem. Women especially file or cut their fingernails at least once a week, and they try to camouflage ugly and uneven looking nails. Unfortunately, painting an atrophied nail bed does not improve its appearance, and artificial nails cannot be glued to it. Different kinds of fixation devices, such as the creation of a snap-fastener in the nail bed, are only temporarily stable.3,4

In the past, many attempts have been made to reconstruct destroyed nail beds surgically.5–15 If the total loss of a fingernail is so disturbing to the patient that she or he desires reconstruction, the safest option is the microscopic transfer of the entire nail bed from the great toe to the thumb8,14 or half a great toe nail bed to a long finger.12 If the distal bony phalanx is shortened as well, a partial transfer of a toe phalanx is recommended.11,15 In 1988, free grafting of a nail bed on decorticated bone was declared the method of choice.7 This approach causes little morbidity at the donor site, but it often results in unpredictable growth of the nail.2

The longtime reluctance toward free nail bed grafting originates from a report in 1955 that describes nail growth in 10 of 25 free grafts, with only 20 percent of the grafts yielding a cosmetically acceptable result. Finally in 1997, Endo et al.10 demonstrated complete and aesthetically pleasing nail growth after microscopic transfer of a full-thickness nail bed graft from the toe to the distal phalanx of a finger. Brown et al.13 and Foucher et al.14 published similar good results in 1999. Therefore,
FIG. 1. Histological section of the root of a nail. PNF, proximal nail fold; arrow, keratin deposition; C, cuticle; NP, nail plate; M, matrix.

FIG. 2. Growth kinetics of the nail matrix.

FIG. 3. Anatomy of the nail.
the free full-thickness graft of a nail bed may be considered the method of choice in the reconstruction of a total missing nail bed.

PHYSIOLOGY OF NAIL GROWTH

In general, growing and dividing tissue cells grow multidirectionally. The nail bed, however, forces the nail to grow in one direction (Fig. 1). During maturation of the nail, the nail-forming cells of the matrix become successively flatter and wider and need more space (Fig. 2). A cube that could accommodate $10^3$ keratinocytes could host only $2^3$ mature nail keratinocytes.

The special parabolic shape at the root of the nail and the above-described need for space are the keys to understanding nail growth. Like a parabolic mirror, the nail folds guide all growing cells into one direction (Fig. 3). Figure 4 clearly illustrates what happens after an injury to the nail fold. A minor injury or third-degree burn to the nail fold leads to a disruption of the vector forces and, therefore, to nail growth in different directions. The clinical appearance shows a depression and, later, a horizontal ridge in the nail that will persist as long as the nail fold is not reconstructed by one or two transposition flaps.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Technique of Serial Excisions

If there is still a residue of the nail bed with some nail growth in the region of the lunula (Fig. 4, above), serial excisions can be applied to elongate this nail. After a finger block with local anesthesia, with or without adrenaline and additional local infiltration, a 5-mm-wide crescent-shaped stripe of scarred nail bed directly adjacent to the healthy nail is excised down to the periosteum of the distal phalanx (Fig. 4, center). After a few minutes of lifting up the hand or foot and compression of the wound, the bleeding will stop. An antibiotic or antimycotic ointment and a bandage are applied for 3 to 4 days. Thereafter, a simple Band-Aid is sufficient to cover the defect for another 2 weeks until full epithelization of the nail bed is achieved (Fig. 4, below). During this time, approximately 75 percent of the wound will be closed from the proximal wound margin and 25 percent from the distal scarred margin. During this time, the nail will grow from its advancing matrix.

After regeneration of the new nail bed and

---

**FIG. 4.** (Above) Scarred nail bed with intact lunula. (Center) En bloc, crescent-shaped excision of the scar down to the periosteum of the intact lunula distally. (Below) Partial regeneration of the created defect. The proximal 75 percent of the nail is covered by new matrix and nail, and the distal 25 percent is covered by new scar tissue. The latter and an additional 4 mm can be excised 3 to 4 weeks later.
nail over 2 to 3 months, a second crescent-shaped excision of the remaining scar tissue is performed. If the nail has not completely regenerated after another 2 months, a third scar excision can be added until the nail looks perfect (Fig. 5).

RESULTS

Between 1990 and 1994, a total of 11 partially destroyed nail beds were reconstructed according to the described method. Six were caused by mycosis (Fig. 5) and five by trauma (Figs. 6 and 7). There was no failure or complication. Complications after nail surgery have been described because the majority of postoperative nail deformities result from nail matrix damage.

DISCUSSION

Fingernails have little functional importance and are mainly used for scratching. If they are lost after injury, burn, or radiation, however, at least one on a thumb and one on a long finger will be of great value in picking up small objects and pushing buttons through button holes. However, professional guitar players compensate for the loss of a fingernail with the development of a callus at the pulp. Of course, fingernails contribute to tactile sensitivity and to the stability of the fingertip.

Knowing the growth kinetics of a nail, the described technique takes advantage of the healthy remains of the nail bed and its vectors to stimulate nail regeneration. The excision of a scarred strip of nail bed stimulates the matrix cells of the proximal healthy nail bed to grow unidirectionally and much faster than the distal wound margin, with its multidirectionally growing immature granulation tissue. Therefore, the described method could also be used effectively in the treatment of other nail deformities, such as hook nails and pincer nails.

The pincer nail forms a tube until it pinches the nail bed.

The common treatment of painful pincer nails is still nail bed ablation and healing by secondary intention or skin grafting. Many surgeons today will use Zook’s method, which includes removing the nail, freeing the lateral perinychial attachments to the bone, and flattening the nail matrix by elevating its lateral portions with two underlying dermal grafts. The results are excellent.

Because the lunula is flat in most cases of pincer nails, the presented method might be a simple alternative to Zook’s sophisticated approach. First, a crescent-shaped piece of 5 mm in length from a tubed pincer nail is cut out on the level of the lunular border down to the periosteum and secondary healing is induced. After the gap has been closed, the second crescent piece is removed and, eventually, the
third, thereby rogueuring off the dorsal tuft if it is abnormally pronounced.

Of all the described methods of nail reconstruction, only the eponychial flap of Bakhch¹² seems actually to elongate the nail matrix. The described technique of serial excisions can be used effectively in all partially destroyed or deformed nail beds after trauma, mycosis, tumor removal, and some genetic malformations.

Fig. 6. (Above) Partial fingernail defect after trauma. (Center) Excision of the scarred nail bed. (Below) Six weeks after excision and secondary wound healing.
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